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imagine a monitor made for entertainment

With their champagne bubble back pattern, soft moonlight glow, and sensuous
curvature the Samsung 933HD / 2333HD wide screen monitors sparkle in any
scenario. Their pure black or pristine white form, built-in DTV Tuner and invisible
speakers invite you to enter a world where entertainment comes alive. To learn
more, please visit www.samsung.com

SyncMaster 933HD / 2333HD



Enter a world of wonder
The Samsung 933HD/2333HD wide screen monitors offer unlimited
entertainment. Evocative, emotional images are expressed by the dramatic
10.000:1 Dynamic Contrast ratio, allowing you to enjoy a deeper, more
personal viewing experience. Their enchanting elegance of form, built-in DTV
Tuner and speakers, and enhanced HD connections introduce you to a world
of pure sensory pleasure.

*The blue light appears when the product is turned on.



16:9 format movie on
16:9 display

16:9 format movie on
16:10 display (with scaling up)

16:9 format movie on
16:10 display

Transparent decoration bar

Ball Hinge

Slack Black, Pure White

Sparkling Pattern (Back)

Digital TV on the PC
The Samsung 933HD/2333HD monitors enable you to enjoy a wider
world of entertainment. With their built-in digital TV tuner and 16:9
wide screen format they are capable of displaying immaculate HDTV
images. So, whether you are using them as a monitor or as a stand
alone TV, you can appreciate the versatility of PC or PC free HDTV.

Designed to delight your senses
The sleek, chic contours of the Samsung 933HD/2333HD monitors
create a sense of comfort and relaxation that removes all your
tension. With their pristine white or pure black bodies and wide
screens, they offer an expansive environment in which inspiration and
creativity can grow.

The crystal bar curves gently, creating balance and inspiration. Its
clean, clear quality is accentuated by the soft glow of the moonlight
power indicator which soothes and smoothes your senses.

In a flat black world, the Samsung 933HD/2333HD monitors are a
refreshing break from convention. Their patterned back design
expresses an individuality that allows you to express your own. 

Made to measure entertainment 
The 16:9 wide screen format provides the ultimate environment for
viewing TV, movies, and games. By matching the original
entertainment source format, images presented in 16:9 fit the screen
exquisitely, creating a more expansive image that draws you into the
picture and immerses you in the experience.

Your HD multimedia hub
HDMI (High Definition Multimedia Interface) connections are the
fastest, most intelligent way of connecting HD digital peripherals with
your monitor. Single cable transmission of pure, uncompressed
digital data enables the highest definition images to be brought to life
on-screen. With 2 HDMI inputs, the Samsung 933HD/2333HD
monitors are your all access pass to unlimited HD entertainment.

Rich in detail
Images are born with rich, natural intensity due to the Samsung
933HD/2333HD’s ultra-high 10,000:1 Dynamic Contrast ratio.
Automatic backlight adjustment creates deeper, more dramatic dark
tones and brighter, more striking light tones, presenting images with
vibrant, vivid colors that match those of reality itself.

High-impact sound
Premium sound is delivered by the powerful built-in speakers.
Invisible to the eye, yet clear on the ears, the 2 channel 3W hidden
speaker system makes your work and living space a cleaner, neater
place. TV, DVDs, games, and music are enhanced by the superior
sonic presence of the speakers, immersing you in an environment
that sounds as good as it looks.

Reliable for life
The eco-friendly off timer is an energy saving function that allows the
monitor to be turned off automatically at any specified time. By using
this feature, you can ensure that the monitor maintains its optimum
performance level for an extended period of time, remaining reliable
and dependable for the duration of its life. 

Conventional Samsung
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Design and specifications are subject to change without notice.

Dimensions / unit: mm

Model 933HD 2333HD

Display Screen size 18.5"W 23"W

Brightness (Typical) 300 cd/m2 300 cd/m2

Contrast Ratio (Typical) DC 10,000:1(1000:1)(Typ.) DC 10,000:1(1000:1)(Typ.)

Resolution 1366 x 768 1920 x 1080

Response Time (Typical) 5ms 5ms

Viewing Angle(H/V) 170˚/160˚ 160˚/160˚ (CR/10)

Color Supported 16.7 M 16.7 M

Signal Input Video Signal Analog RGB, DVI, HDMI, Component, Analog RGB, DVI, HDMI, Component,

TV(Digital TV/Analog TV) TV(Digital TV/Analog TV)

Sync. Signal Separate H/V, Composite Separate H/V, Composite

Connector 15pin D-SUB, 2HDMI, Component, 15pin D-SUB, 2HDMI, Component,

DTV Tuner, Optical Out, Scart, Cl Slot DTV Tuner, Optical Out, Scart, Cl Slot

Power Power Consumption (typ.) 48 Watts 48 Watts

Stand by Power(DPMS) <2 Watt <2 Watt

Type Built-in Built-in

Features Plug & Play DDC 2B DDC 2B

USB powered hub option No No

Mac Compatibility Yes Yes

Multimedia Speakers 3W x 2Ch 3W x 2Ch

Wall-Mount VESA 75mm VESA 100mm

Cabinet Color High Glossy Black High Glossy Black

Optional Accessories Remote Controller, D-Sub Cable, DVI-D Cable Remote Controller, D-Sub Cable, DVI-D Cable

Special Features Built-in DTV(DVB) Tuner, Component, Built-in DTV(DVB) Tuner, Component,

2HDMI, CI Slot 2HDMI, CI Slot

Dimension Set(WxHxD)(mm) (with Stand) 454 x 353.5 x 177 557.8 x 415.3 x 218.8

Set(WxHxD)(mm) (w/o Stand) 454 x 307 x 67.5 557.8 x 363.3 x 74

Shipment(WxHxD)(mm) 527 x 487 x 135 631 x 434 x 141

Weight Product Weight(kg) 4.1 

Shipment Weight(kg) 5.3 

Stand Type Simple (Ball Hinge) Simple (Ball Hinge)

Function Tilt Tilt
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